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The Ninja were the secret agents and assassins of feudal Japan and they remain a subject of
enduring fascination. They first emerged during the power struggles of 9th and 10th century
Japan, in response to the increasing demand for spies, informants and even assassins, and they
were used until the mid-1600s when they disappeared on account of a campaign to destroy
them. This title provides an accurate and detailed account of the reality of the Ninja, detailing
their daily life, training, hiring, combat use and secret operations; also covered are the Ninja's
use and knowledge of poisons, medicines and charms.
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NINJA AD 1460–1650INTRODUCTION: THE ELUSIVE NINJAFew military organisations in
world history are so familiar yet so misunderstood as Japan’s ninja, so to write a Warriors book
on the topic provides a unique challenge. Ninja certainly existed, but so much myth and
exaggeration has grown up around the undoubted historical core of the subject that writing a
book such as this could be almost as daunting a prospect as producing a Warriors volume on
the outlaws of Robin Hood. To resolve the matter I have decided to ‘play it straight’. Any
references to ninja that could fly will be identified as the myths they are. Quotations from written
accounts of ninja exploits will be confined to chronicles that are respected for their accuracy.
Descriptions of items of ninja equipment will be confined to implements illustrated in old ‘ninja
manuals’ such as the 17th-century Bansen Shukai, or preserved in one of Japan’s several (and
remarkably underplayed) ninja museums. The reader will therefore find collapsible ladders,
secret explosives and hidden staircases, but will have to look elsewhere for human cannonballs
and ninja submarines.This woodblock print by Yoshitoshi is a fine print of a ninja assassination.
The traditional details associated with ninja are perfectly depicted. The ninja is attempting to
murder Oda Nobunaga in 1573. He tried to sneak into Nobunaga’s castle of Azuchi to stab
Nobunaga while he was asleep in his bedroom, but was discovered and captured by two of the
guards. He then committed suicide, and his body was displayed in the local market place to
discourage any other would-be killers.

NINJA – JAPAN’S SECRET WARRIORSFor any military historian the ninja remains one of the
most fascinating mysteries of Japanese samurai warfare. The word ninja or its alternative
reading shinobi crops up again and again in historical accounts in the context of secret
intelligence gathering or assassinations carried out by martial-arts experts. Many opportune



deaths may possibly be credited to ninja activities, but as they were so secret it is impossible to
prove either way. The ways of the ninja were therefore an unavoidable part of samurai warfare,
and no samurai could ignore the secret threat they posed, which could ruin all his carefully laid
plans. As a result ninja were both used and feared, although they were almost invariably
despised because of the contrast their ways presented to the samurai code of behaviour. This
may be partly due to the fact that many ninja had their origins in the lower social classes, and
that their secretive and underhand methods were the exact opposite of the ideals of the noble
samurai facing squarely on to his enemy.This paradox, that ninja were beneath contempt and yet
indispensable, is a theme running through the whole history of ninja warfare. It is also fascinating
to note that the popular extension of the image of the ninja to a superhuman that could fly and
perform magic also has a surprisingly long history in Japan. Such stories were being told as
early as the beginning of the 17th century, when many of the historical accounts became mixed
up with other legends.The roots of the ninjaSecret operations, from guerrilla warfare to the
murder of prominent rivals, are topics that may be found throughout Japanese history, but it is
only from about the mid-15th century onwards that we find references to such activities being
carried out by specially trained individuals who belonged to organisations dedicated to this type
of warfare. Much of the activity is focused around the Iga and Koga areas of central Japan, so
this location and time period will provide the major setting for this book.Ninja with sword. A
member of the Iga-Ueno ninja re-enactment society poses for the camera during the 2002 Ninja
Festival.The traditional view of the ninja as a secret, superlative, black-coated spy and assassin
derives from two different roots. The first is the area of undercover work, of espionage and
intelligence gathering (and even assassination) that is indispensable to the waging of war. The
second is the use of mercenaries, whereby the leaders of military operations pay outsiders to
fight for them. In Japan these two elements came together to produce the ninja and, curiously
enough, the ninja provide almost the only example of mercenaries being used in Japanese
warfare. Part of the reason for this was that secret operations were the antithesis of the samurai
ideal. A daimyo (warlord) would not wish to have his brave and noble samurai’s reputations
soiled by carrying out such despicable acts. Instead he paid others to do them. It was an unusual
but highly valued service, and the Japanese historian Watatani sums up the situation as
follows:So-called ninjutsu techniques, in short are the skills of shinobi-no-jutsu and shinobi-
jutsu, which have the aims of ensuring that one’s opponent does not know of one’s existence,
and for which there was special training. During the Sengoku Period such techniques were used
on campaign, and included sekko (spy) and kancho (espionage) techniques and skills.The term
shinobi is merely the alternative reading of the character nin; hence shinobi no mono rather than
ninja. But ninja trips more readily off a Western tongue, and has therefore become the popular
term.The ancestors of the ninjaAs undercover operations are fundamental to the conduct of war
in any culture, it is not surprising to read of such techniques being used throughout Japan’s own
turbulent history, but the first written account confirms that even at that early stage such activities
were somehow questionable, even when they produced results. In Shomonki, the gunkimono



(war tale) that deals with the life of Taira Masakado and was probably completed shortly after his
death in AD940, we read:Ninja with a shinobi-gama (kusari-gama). Combination weapons
involving sickles were a popular choice for ninja.Over forty of the enemy were killed on that day,
and only a handful managed to escape with their lives. Those who were able to survive the
fighting fled in all directions, blessed by Heaven’s good fortune. As for Yoshikane’s spy
Koharumaru, Heaven soon visited its punishment upon him; his misdeeds were found out, and
he was captured and killed.Spying was the classic ninja role, so we may note here the first
written confirmation that such activities were perceived as contrary to samurai behaviour. Like
Shomonki, the two greatest gunkimono, Hogen Monogatari and Heike Monogatari, were written
for an aristocratic audience who wished to hear of the glorious deeds of their ancestors. The
activities of the common foot soldiers, who outnumbered the mounted samurai by 20 to one in
the armies of the time, are almost totally ignored, so it is not surprising that stories of ignoble
undercover acts are conspicuous by their absence. The one exception is the story that begins
Heike Monogatari, when Taira Tadamori thwarts an attempt to assassinate him by using the sort
of trick later attributed to skilled ninja. Being warned beforehand that rivals in the Court intended
his death:… he provided himself with a long dagger which he put on under his long court dress,
and turning aside to a dimly lit place, slowly drew the blade, and passed it through the hair of his
head so that it gleamed afar with an icy sheen, causing all to stare open-eyed.The bringing of
weapons within the presence of the emperor was a serious offence, and Tadamori was ordered
to give an account of himself, whereupon he showed that the knife was a dummy, but it had
frightened off the assassin.Ninja jumping. A ninja re-enactor demonstrates the jumping
technique that fostered the belief that the ninja could fly.We hear nothing more of ninja-like
activities during the decisive Gempei War of 1180–85. Instead it was conventional samurai
warfare that established Japan’s first shogunate, the rule by a shogun (military dictator). The first
family of shoguns was the Minamoto, and even though the Hojo family usurped them, the
mechanism of military government helped ensure a century and a half of comparative peace in
Japan.Ninja activities in the 14th centuryUndercover operations may have been contrary to the
samurai ideal, but when fighting began again in Japan they had to be used if victory was to be
gained. During the 14th century a war broke out when Emperor Go-Daigo tried to regain the
power that had been taken away from the imperial line by the shogun. The result was that Japan
ended up with two rival emperors, and Taiheiki, the chronicle of the Nanbokucho Wars (the
‘Wars between the Courts’), tells how ninja were involved in the destruction by fire of a fortress
called Hachiman-yama:



Eric Griffith, “Historically accurate picture of ninjas. This is a tough subject to write about. The
truth about ninjas has been covered, hidden, and confused for centuries. To make matters
worse, pop culture makes them into fireball and lightening throwing, water walking, flying,
invisible super spies/assassins. What I like about this book is that Steven Turnbull has been
writing about Far Eastern history for 3 decades. Knows his stuff and does his homework.
Combine that with the fact that he sticks to historical accounts, quoting authentic Japanese
historical documents. The sense I got after finishing this book, is that I now have a clearer picture
of where the ninja fit into the greater history of Japan. He's not a ninjutsu expert, so don't expect
intimate knowledge or secrets, but he is a historian and portrays the history as accurately as
possible.”

K. Murphy, “Perfect Ninja Book. I love this book! It strips away all the mythology and stuff we
think is true because its in the movies and examines the historical shinobi ('ninja'), his role,
training, tactics, motives, and his equipment. I cannot believe how many tools they had for
getting into castles and killing their victims. One of the last sections of the book, 'Ninja in War'
tells the heroic story of real life ninja and their involvement in the campaigns of the Sengoku
Jidai Period. Interestingly, the author says that the ninja often disguised themselves as monks or
enemy samurai, yet of the 48 ninja depicted in action in the plates, all but two are clad in the
classic black ninja garb. The plates are also very good, and the plate commentary has helped
me in my study of the ninjas' tools. The best book I have read on the subject, highly
recommended for anyone seeking to read about the real ninja.”

T. Hooper, “Ninjas in Detail. Military historian Steven Turnbull does an excellent job of portraying
historical ninjas in this thin volume. A lot of the book on ninjas cover either ninja legends or
"ninjitsu" which is a kind of reconstructed martial art which is practiced mainly by American ninja
fans and Japanese who are working at ninja theme parks. Turnbull strips all this away and
shows us what an authentic ninja was like. The real ninja was a mercenary who specialized in
espionage, sabotage, and assassination. The image of a black-clad ninja is perhaps
inaccurate. The point of espionage is not to get noticed, so ninja were more likely to be dressed
as everyday people in order to infiltrate towns and castles. There are, however, lots of
illustrations and photos of black-clad ninjas. Perhaps undercover ninjas are not so interesting to
look at. The time period covered is 1460-1650 which was the golden age of ninjas, and which
roughly corresponds to the Sengoku (Warring States) period of Japanese history. After this time
period, Japan was in a state of peaceful unification and isolation which rendered the ninjas
obsolete.One great point of this book is that it introduces the excellent ninja museum in Iga-
Ueno in Mie prefecture. I've visited this museum and they have a ninja house and a wonderful
collection of fascinating ninja tools. The highlight of visiting the museum is the excellent ninja



show. If you visit the Osaka or Kyoto area, and you have an extra free day, I recommend that
ninja fans visit this place and check it out.”

GB, “A peek in what it is.... ...a murky legend,impossible to discern between reality and myth.A
glimpse,trying to separate fiction from evidence.Proper information probably scarce,but the book
managed to cover important flagpoles.Good graphics and a few useful references for the
eventual trip at the source.”

mr m b ward, “good. purchased for a friend bought as a gift, for a friend for xmas as far as i know
she liked it very much thank you”

scribeoflove, “Five Stars. Absolutely sublime”

Louis de Paris, “Inusable Turnbull !. Encore un volume sur le Japon et ses guerriers par le
professeur Turnbull, enseignant bien connu de l'université de Leeds en Grande-Bretagne.Dans
ce volume, il tente de séparer le mythe des Ninjas propagé par Hollywood et les studios chinois
de la réalité de ce que furent ces mercenaires spécialisés en assassinats, espionnage et autres
sabotages.La période couverte par ce volume (1460-1650) est censée être celle de leur plus
forte activité; elle correspond en gros à la période Sengoku. La paix retrouvée et l'isolement
croissant du Japon par la suite semble avoir stoppé le développement des activités des
Ninjas.En conclusion, un petit volume qui décevra les lecteurs à la recherche de récits d'exploits
de Ninjas mais qui au contraire devrait ravir les amateurs des travaux solides et agréables à lire
du professeur Turnbull.”

Galland5, “Ninja AD 1460 - 1650. Non avevo mai letto nulla su questi fantomatici guerrieri,
Quindi la lettura di questo libro in formato Kindle é particolarmente affascinante.Bel lavoro
Turnbull!Galland5”

The book by Stephen Turnbull has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 45 people have provided feedback.
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